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Approximate quantum cloning and the impossibility of superluminal information transfer
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We show that nonlocality of quantum mechanics cannot lead to superluminal transmission of information,
even if most general local operations are allowed, as long as they are linear and trace preserving. In particular,
any quantum-mechanical approximate cloning transformation does not allow signaling. On the other hand, the
no-signaling constraint on its own is not sufficient to prevent a transformation from surpassing the known
cloning bounds. We illustrate these concepts on the basis of some examples.

PACS number~s!: 03.67.2a, 03.65.2w
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I. INTRODUCTION

The impossibility of superluminal communicatio
through the use of quantum entanglement has already
vividly discussed in the past, see, for example, Refs.@1–7#.
Recently this topic has reentered the stage of presen
search in the context of quantum cloning: the no-signal
constraint has been used to derive upper bounds for th
delity of cloning transformations@8–11#. As the connection
between approximate cloning and no-signaling is still wid
debated, we aim at clarifying in this paper the quantu
mechanical principles that forbid superluminal communi
tion, and at answering the question whether they are
same principles that set limits to quantum cloning.

Our scenario throughout the paper for the attempt
transmit information with superluminal speed is the we
known entanglement-based communication scheme@2–4#.
The idea is the following: two spacelike separated part
say Alice and Bob, share an entangled state of a pai
two-dimensional quantum systems~qubits!, for example the
singlet stateucs&5(u01&2u10&)/A2. Alice encodes a bit of
information by choosing between two possible orthogo
measurement bases for her qubit and performing the co
sponding measurement. By the reduction postulate, the q
at Bob’s side collapses into a pure state depending on
result of the measurement performed by Alice. If a perf
cloning machine were available, Bob could now generate
infinite number of copies of his state, and therefore would
able to determine his state with perfect accuracy, thus kn
ing what basis Alice decided to use. In this way, transfer
information between Alice and Bob would be possible.
particular, if they are spacelike separated, information co
be transmitted with superluminal speed. The same transfe
information could evidently also be obtained if it were po
sible to determine the state of a single quantum system
perfect accuracy, which is also impossible@12,13#.

One might ask the question whether approximate clon
allows superluminal communication@14#: with imperfect
cloning Bob can produce a number of imperfect copies,
thus get some information about his state. But this inform
tion is never enough to learn Alice’s direction of measu
ment. This has been shown in Ref.@15# for a specific ex-
ample. More generally, as we will show in this paper, t
reason is thatno local linear transformation can lead to tran
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mission of information through entanglement, but any clo
ing operation consistent with quantum mechanics has to
linear.

The fact that nonlocality of quantum entanglement can
be used for superluminal communication, has been phra
as ‘‘peaceful coexistence’’@16# between quantum mechanic
and relativity, a much-cited expression. Here we empha
that this consistency is not a coincidence, but a simple c
sequence of linearity and completeness of quantum mec
ics. Our arguments go beyond previous work@1–7#, as we
consider the most general evolution on Alice’s and Bo
side in the form of local maps.

Recently, this consistency has been exploited in orde
devise new methods to derive bounds or constraints
quantum-mechanical transformations@8–11#. However, in
this paper we will show that the principles underlying t
impossibility of ~i! superluminal signaling and~ii ! quantum
cloning beyond the optimal bound allowed by quantum m
chanics@17–21#, are not the same. In particular, the impo
sibility of information transfer by means of quantum e
tanglement is due only to linearity and preservation of tra
of local operations.

II. IMPOSSIBILITY OF SUPERLUMINAL
COMMUNICATION

In this section we want to show how the impossibility
superluminal communication arises by assuming only co
pleteness and linearity of local maps on density operator

We consider the most general scenario where Alice
Bob share a global quantum staterAB of two particles and
are allowed to perform any local map, which we denote h
with A^ 1 and1^ B, respectively. The local map can be an
local transformation, including a measurement averaged o
all possible outcomes~which, in fact, cannot be known by
the communication partner!. Alice can choose among differ
ent local maps in order to encode the message ‘‘m’’ that she
wishes to transmit, namely, she encodes it by performing
transformationAm^ 1 on her particle. Bob can perform
local transformation1^ B on his particle~e.g., cloning! and
then a local measurement1^ P r to decode the message (P r
is a POVM@22,23#!. The impossibility of superluminal com
munication in the particular case where Bob performs onl
measurement has been demonstrated in Ref.@1#. Here we
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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follow a more general approach, discussing the roles
‘‘completeness’’ and linearity of any local map involved. B
‘‘completeness’’ of a mapA we mean that the trace is pre
served under its action, namely,

Tr@A~rA!#[Tr@rA# ~1!

for any r @24#. Linearity of the map on trace-class operato
of the form uc&^f u, allows us to extend the completene
condition to the whole Hilbert space, namely,

Tr@A^ 1~rAB!#[Tr@rAB#, ~2!

and analogously for the partial trace

TrA@A^ 1~rAB!#[TrA@rAB#. ~3!

On Bob’s side, only linearity without completeness is need
for the local mapB, leading to the equality

TrA@A^ B~rAB!#5B TrA@A^ 1~rAB!#. ~4!

As we will show in the following, the above equations a
the fundamental ingredients and the only requirements
local maps to prove the impossibility of superluminal co
munication.

We will now compute the conditional probabilityp(r um)
that Bob records the resultr when the messagem was en-
coded by Alice:

p~r um!5Tr@1^ P r„Am^ B~rAB!…#. ~5!

By exploiting Eqs.~4! and ~3! we have

p~r um!5TrB@P r B „TrA@Am^ 1~rAB!#…#

5TrB@P r B ~TrA@rAB# !#[p~r !. ~6!

The conditional probability is therefore independent of t
local operationAm that Alice performed on her particle, an
therefore the amount of transmitted information vanish
Note that the speed of transmission does not enter in
way, i.e.,any transmission of information is forbidden@25#,
in a particular superluminal transmission.

We want to stress that this result holds for all possi
linear local operations that Alice and Bob can perform, a
also for any joint staterAB . In particular, it holds for any
kind of linear cloning transformation performed at Bob
side ~notice that ideal cloning is a nonlinear map!. Notice
also that any operation that is physically realizable in st
dard quantum mechanics~completely positive map! is linear
and complete, and therefore it does not allow superlum
communication.

We also emphasize here that the ‘‘peaceful coexisten
between quantum mechanics and relativity is automatic
guaranteed by the linearity and completeness of
quantum-mechanical process. Actually, as shown in the
gram 1, the set of local quantum-mechanical maps is ju
subset of the local maps that do not allow superluminal co
munication.
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In the next section we will show how superluminal com
munication could be achieved if one would give up the l
earity requirement for the local maps, by discussing so
explicit examples.

III. EXAMPLES

Our examples are based on the scenario where Alice
Bob share an entangled state of two qubits and Alice p
forms a projection measurement with her basis orien
along the directionnW . The final state of Bob, who does no
know the result of the measurement, is given by

p~n!rout~n!1p~2n!rout~2n!, ~7!

where p(6n) denote the probabilities that Alice finds he
qubit oriented as6n, and rout(6n) are the corresponding
final density operators at Bob’s side after he performed
local transformation. Notice that the evolved state of Bob,
in the following examples, can be a joint state of a compos
system with more than one qubit. If the information is e
coded in the choice of two possible different orientationsn1
andn2 of the measurement basis, the impossibility of sup
luminal communication corresponds to the condition

p~n1!rout~n1!1p~2n1!rout~2n1!

5p~n2!rout~n2!1p~2n2!rout~2n2! ~8!

for all choices ofn1 andn2. In the following section we give
some explicit examples of local maps on Bob’s side. Not
that we will intentionally leave the ground of quantum m
chanics~an explicit example of a superluminal communic
tion scheme based on the use of nonlinear evolutions is
given in Ref.@27#!.

~1! Example of a linear, nonpositive1→2 cloning trans-
formation, which does not allow superluminal communic
tion: The evolved state at Bob’s side after his transformat
is a state of two qubits given by

FIG. 1. Diagram of local maps. QM denotes quantu
mechanical maps, namely linear trace-preserving CP maps@24#.
Examples from the text are placed in the diagram: map 1~open
circle! does not allow superluminal communication; maps 2 an
~full circle! do.
2-2
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rout~sW !5 1
4 F 1^ 11h~sW•sW ^ 111^ sW•sW !1t (

j 5x,y,z
s j ^ s j G ,

~9!

where sW is the Bloch vector that is cloned andh is the
shrinking factor. The above map is nonpositive forh.(1
1t)/2 @8#. This is the case, for instance, fort51/3 andh
.2/3. Such a transformation violates the upper bound of
1→2 universal quantum cloner@28,18#—but, as this is a
linear transformation, Eq.~6! holds. Therefore the cloning i
‘‘better’’ than the optimal one, and the no-signaling cond
tion ~8! is still fulfilled.

This means that we can go beyond the laws of quan
mechanics~complete positivity! without necessarily creating
the possibility of superluminal communication.

~2! Example of nonlinear, positive or nonpositive1→2
cloning transformation, which does allow superluminal co
munication:Consider Bob’s transformation

rout~sW !5 1
4 H 1^ 11F (

j 5x,y,z
f j~sj !s j ^ 111^ (

j 5x,y,z
f j~sj !s j G

1t (
j 5x,y,z

s j ^ s j J , ~10!

where f j (sj ) denotes a function of the componentj of the
Bloch vector, which is such that this map acts nonlinearly
a convex combination of density matrices. For odd functio
namely, f j (sj )52 f j (2sj ), one does not violate the no
signaling condition for a maximally entangled state beca
taking sW56nW it follows that rout(nW )1rout(2nW ) does not
depend onnW , whereas for even nonconstant functions o
does. However, for odd functions the no-signaling condit
is in general violated for partially entangled pure states,
p(nW )Þp(2nW ) in Eq. ~7!. It is interesting to see that in thi
nonphysical case superluminal communication is achie
when sharing less than maximal entanglement.

Depending on the value of the parametert this map can be
positive or nonpositive. Examples of nonpositive maps c
for instance be found by violating the conditionf z(1).(1
1t)/2 ~compare with previous example!.

~3! Example of a nonlinear, positive1→N cloning trans-
formation, which does allow superluminal communicatio
Consider

uc&^c u ^ u0&^0 u ^ (N21)→Fuc&^c u ^ N

1~12F !uc'&^c' u ^ N, N>2, ~11!

whereuc'& is orthogonal touc&. The no-signaling condition
~8! for two different choices of basis$uc&,uc'&% and
$uf&,uf'&% with equiprobable outcomes, is violated becau

uc&^c u ^ N1uc'&^c' u ^ NÞuf&^f u ^ N1uf'&^f' u ^ N,
~12!

which holds for any value 0<F<1. It is then possible to
devise a measurement procedure that distinguishes bet
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the left- and right-hand sides of Eq.~12!, thus allowing to
transmit information faster than light.

In order to illustrate this we give an explicit example wi
N52. Let us denote the right-hand side of Eq.~11! asr̄(c).
We chooseuc&5u0& and uf&5(u0&1u1&)/A2 and a POVM
measurement on the clones given by the operatorsE0 and
E1, which are the projectors over the subspaces spanne
$u01&,u10&% and$u00&,u11&%, respectively.

With this measurement the probabilities for outcome
and 1 depend on Alice’s choice of measurement basis.
denote asp(0uc) the probability that Bob finds outcome 0,
Alice measured in the basis$uc&,uc'&%, and arrive at

p~0uc!5 1
2 Tr@E0~ uc&^c u ^ 21uc'&^c' u! ^ 2#50,

p~1uc!512p~0uc!51. ~13!

Analogously, for the other choice of Alice’s basis one ha

p~0uf!5 1
2 Tr@E0~ uf&^f u ^ 21uf'&^f' u ^ 2!#5

1

2
,

p~1uf!512p~0uf!5 1
2 . ~14!

Therefore, we can distinguish between the two differe
choices of bases. Note that, when giving up the constrain
linearity, one could send signals superluminally even for
delities smaller than those of optimal quantum cloning. Sim
lar arguments hold for the transformation

uc&^c u ^ u0&^0 u ^ (N21)→~Fuc&^c u1~12F !uc'&^c' u! ^ N.

~15!

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the ‘‘peaceful coexistence’’ betwe
quantum mechanics and relativity is automatically guar
teed by the linearity and completeness~i.e., trace-preserving
property! of any quantum-mechanical process: hence, a
approximate optimal quantum cloning, as a particular cas
a linear trace-preserving map, cannot lead to signaling.

For the sake of illustration, in Fig. 1 we summarize the
of local maps. This set is divided into linear and nonline
maps. Any linear trace-preserving map forbids superlumi
signaling. Reversely, the no-signaling condition implies on
linearity, as shown in Refs.@6# and @27,26#. The positive
maps contain the linear maps allowed by quantum mecha
~QM!, namely, the completely positive trace-preservi
maps. Both trace preservation and positivity—crucial
quantum mechanics—are not implied by the no-signal
constraint. In particular, positivity seems to be unrelated w
no-signaling. Hence, there is room for maps that go bey
quantum mechanics, but still preserve the constraint of
superluminal signaling, and example~1! above shows tha
this is the case.

From what we have seen we can conclude that any bo
on a cloning fidelity cannot be derived from the no-signali
constraint alone, but only in connection with other quantu
mechanical principles: Example~3! shows how cloning fi-
delity is unrelated to the no-signaling condition. Quantu
mechanics as a complete theory, however, naturally gua
2-3
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tees no-signaling, and obviously gives the correct known
per bounds on quantum cloning.
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